BIRMINGHAM TOURS BROADCASTS BUS TOUR
A live guided exciting adventure through the UK’s second city – the Birmingham Broadcasts tour
takes you to the commercial heart of the city where Colmore Row featured in Hustle – was it
filmed at 4 in the morning! Broad Street – the Golden Mile with the Golden boys can boast not
only that the TV series Survivors featured Baskerville House and the former ITV Central Studios
standing in for a fictional hospital but that the Archers was first recorded in 1951 from a BBC
recording studio in the Hyatt Hotel. Even Cliff Richard’s film in 1973 `Take me Higher’ highlighted
Alpha Tower. Many Birmingham streets and landmarks can be seen in the Brum children’s TV
series including Aston University and travelling past the former BBC site at Pebble Mill we are
reminded that the BBC drama village in Selly Oak produced Dalziel and Pascoe, Doctors and the
Afternoon Play. We can promise a truly unforgettable tour – prepare to be entertained, amused
and intrigued with tales from around the city.
The guided tour lasts approximately one and a half hours and is totally flexible in terms of timing
and meeting point. Link this tour with a glass of Pimms or bubbly and finish with a curry or fish and
chip supper at a venue of your choice. To add an extra special dimension try your quiz for the
evening – the Big Brum Buz and So you think you know Birmingham Challenge Quiz.
Alternatively, chose from one of the many fabulous restaurants throughout the city and link it with
a visit to the Barber Institute or Winterbourne Gardens.
The Birmingham Broadcasts Bus Tour is bookable all year round on a private basis. To discuss your
requirements in more detail please contact Sue at Birmingham Tours on 0121 427 2555/078051
15998 or email enquiries@birmingham-tours.co.uk
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